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Identified Ten Cardiovascular Breakthroughs

• Better prevention & diagnosis
− Improved disease prevention (e.g., pill)
− Noninvasive imaging

• Improved treatment
− Angiogenesis
− MR angiography
− Transmyocardial revascularization
− Catheter-based ablation techniques

• New devices
− Intraventricular cardiodefibrillators, Left ventricular assist 

devices, new pacemakers
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Example 1:
Pill to Prevent Heart Disease

Target: General population over age 45

Likelihood: 20% in 10 years
40% in 20 years

Impact: Reduces risk of death from CHD 77%-92% 
(increase life expectancy 5.8-9.5 years)

Cost: Similar to lipid lowering-drugs
(Wholesale prices of $1.33 to $7.00 per day)
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Example 2:
Therapeutic Angiogenesis

Target: Patients who undergo revascularization &
Patients with peripheral vascular disease

Likelihood: Adjuvant to revascularization—10% in 10 yrs
Replace revascularization—5% in 10 yrs

Impact: No effect on mortality
Reduced revascularization rate by 20-30%
Decreased disability (10-20%)
Decreased hospitalizations (20%)

Cost: $3,000 to $5,000 per case
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Example 3: Pill That Sensitizes Body to Insulin

Target: Middle aged adults ‘at risk’ for diabetes 

Likelihood: 65% in 20 years

Impact: Prevent Type 2 diabetes in 50% of people

Cost: $100/month (similar to glitazone-type drug)
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Aging Panel Identified Seven Breakthroughs

• Cancer
− Vaccines
− Selective estrogen receptor modules
− Antiangiogenesis
− Telomerase inhibitors

• General aging
− Compound to extend life span
− Diabetes prevention
− Compound to improve cognition
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Example 1:
Cancer Vaccine

Target: 75% of patients with solid tumors, 
leukemia, or lymphomas*

Likelihood: 0%-10% in 10 years
10%-20% in 20 years

Impact: Cure melanoma/ renal cell carcinoma
Reduce cancer mortality by 25% in others
No effect on morbidity

Cost: 2-3x cost of hepatitis vaccine

*Half of those with local disease are eligible, and 100% of those with 
systemic disease.  Half of eligible cancers are local, yielding 75% overall.
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Example 2:
Antiangiogenesis

Target: Elderly with solid tumors

Likelihood: 70%-100%

Impact: Cure 10%-50% with metastatic disease

Cost: Similar to GCSF or EPO
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Example 3:
Selective Estrogen Receptor Modulators

Target:  All elderly

Likelihood: 50% in 10 years
90% in 20 years

Impact: Decrease breast cancer by 30%
Indeterminate effects on prostate cancer
Osteoporosis increased by 2%
Reduced heart disease (similar to a reduction in total 

cholesterol of 5-10% and LDLs by 10%)
Reduced risk of Alzheimer’s (20%-60%)

Cost: Similar to Raloxifene ($2.00/day)
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Example 4:
Telomerase Inhibitors

Target: 50% of elderly with solid tumors and 
localized cancer; 

10% of elderly with non-localized cancer

Likelihood: 50%-60% in 10 yrs

Impact: 50% will be cured
50% will increase life expectancy 25%
No morbidity effect
(Possible immune compromise)

Cost: Similar to AZT
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Neurological Breakthroughs
• Alzheimer’s disease

− Genetic and metabolic profiling for risk assessment
− Amyloid technology  to delay onset, slow progression
− SERMs and anti-oxidants to delay onset
− Technologies to enhance cognition

• Parkinson’s disease
− Reduced exposure to environmental toxins and genetic 

profiling for prevention
− Neurotransplantation for treament

• Stroke
− Primary prevention
− Neuroprotective drugs & stem cells for treatment

• Depression
− Improved anti-depressants with fewer side effects
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How Did the Cardiovascular Panel Do?
• It has been 22 months since the Cardiovascular panel met –

enough time to review their predictions

• They considered 10 potential breakthroughs

• Of the 4 deemed most promising, 3 have had significant research 
breakthroughs:
− MRI as a replacement for angiography (clinical testing is 

starting)
− expanded ICD use (recent major RCT confirms efficacy for 

patients with CHF)
− LVAD (major RCT stopped due to improvement in LVAD 

group)

• Of the 6 deemed not as promising, none have had significant 
breakthroughs as yet.


